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nogap arrays with tunable
morphologies for surface-enhanced Raman
scattering

Yaxin Wang,a Xiaoyu Zhao,a Wenting Gao,a Lei Chen,a San Chen,c Maobin Wei,a

Ming Gao,a Cong Wang,a Yongjun Zhang*a and Jinghai Yang*ab

When Au and Ag were deposited onto two-dimensional polystyrene (PS) templates, a curved bimetallic film

composed of nanocap-shaped Au/Ag units was formed. The “Y”-shaped nanogaps and “V”-shaped

junctions were tailored between the neighbour nanocaps by changing the bilayer thickness and PS

diameters. Compared to the curved Ag, the curved Au monolayer and the flat Au/Ag bilayer on a silicon

wafer, the curved Au/Ag bimetallic film exhibited significant SERS enhancement, which was mainly

attributed to two important factors, the nanogaps between the adjacent Au/Ag nanocaps and the

composite of the Ag/Au bimetallic film. And the nanogaps generated extremely intense local

electromagnetic fields and the composite provided more possibilities for the residence of probing

molecules.
1. Introduction

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) observed in the
1970s is a phenomenon where a Raman signal is strongly
enhanced when molecules are attached to the rough surface of
metal nanostructures.1,2 In recent years, a tremendous amount
of studies have focused on SERS due to its single-molecule
sensitivity and excellent ngerprint effect for practical applica-
tions in detection and recognition technology elds.3–7

Currently, the development of patterned substrates with nano-
gap arrays is an important aspect of SERS studies, because
the large electromagnetic (EM) elds can be excited at the
nanogaps, termed as “hot spots”, due to the surface plasmon
resonances (SPR) of the nanostructure, which can signicantly
amplify Raman scattering intensity of the attached mole-
cules.8–10 A variety of nanostructures with “hot spots” have been
fabricated by different approaches including chemical func-
tionalization method,11 electron lithography technique12 and
salt-induced aggregation.13,14 In comparison, nanosphere
lithography (NSL) is a simple, economic and robust route for the
fabrication of a uniformly ordered nanostructure array owing to
its good monodispersity, wide size range (nanometer-to-
micrometer) and easy availability.15–18
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In addition to the construction of the substrate with high
density of hot spots, the material composition is another
key factor for SERS enhancement. Generally, SERS-active
substrates have been restricted to some noble metals mate-
rials.19 Comparing with other noble metals, Ag and Au nano-
particles have been widely used in SERS studies due to the
higher plasmonic enhancement for Ag and better bio-
compatibility for Au.20,21 But the toxicity of Ag and weak SERS
active of Au have limited the development of SERS spectroscopy
for the application of the single metallic substrate. To optimize
SERS effect and other optical properties, recently, a number of
studies focus on some composites or bimetal materials system,
including Au@SiO2, Ag/ZnO.22,23 Au/Ag bimetal system attracts
tremendous attentions from the SERS community because it
exhibits both the dramatic Raman enhancement and good
compatibility.24–27 The bimetal lms composed of the Ag and Au
are preferable choices for the enhancement of SERS signal and
application in analytical technique.

In this work, we fabricate the SERS-active substrate
composed of Au/Ag metallic nanogap array by NSL. The
morphologies and the properties of the metallic nanogaps are
modied by adjusting the PS diameter and the lm thickness.
The inuences of the different morphologies and the compo-
sitions of Au/Ag on Raman effects are investigated.
2. Experimental section
Assemble of PS array

The monodisperse polystyrene colloid particles (PS) were
purchased from Duke Cooperation (10 wt% aqueous solution).
The diluted polystyrene solution was applied onto the modied
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 1 The schematic, SEM and TEM images for the fabrication process
of Au/Ag bilayer nanocaps arrays. (a) Close-packed PS array. (b) The
separated PS arrays. (c) Au/Ag nanocap array on PS template. The inset
is the schematic of film thickness for the bilayer on PS sphere surface.
(d) “Y”-shaped nanogap and “V”-shaped junction.
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substrate, which spread all over the substrate. The substrate
was then slowly immersed into the glass vessel lled with water
and the PS particles started to form an unordered monolayer on
the water surface. The sodium dodecyl sulfate solution was
added onto the water surface, which drove the monolayer into
highly ordered pattern. The monolayer of the close-packed two-
dimensional PS array was picked up by the decorated silicon
substrate. The detailed process of the self-organization was
reported in our previous jobs.28 The plasma etching was per-
formed to form two-dimensional array of separated PS. The
etching process was performed in a plasma cleaner (Model
1020, E.A. Fischione Instruments Inc.), and the working gas was
a mixture of 80% O2 and 20% Ar.

Fabrication of Au/Ag nanocap array

The nanocap arrays of Au/Ag bilayer with different thickness
were fabricated on PS array of different sizes in magnetron
sputtering system (ATC 1800-F, USA AJA). The Au layer of
different thickness rst was deposited on PS then Ag layer was
deposited on Au layer by dc sputtering Au target and Ag target
respectively. The purities of Au target and Ag target are both
99.9999% and the sputtering power is both 40 W. The deposi-
tion rates of Au and Ag were 0.22 nm s�1 and 0.13 nm s�1

respectively. The base pressure was 2.0 � 104 Pa and the argon
pressure was 0.6 Pa during lm deposition. The distance
between the target and substrate was 20 cm.

Fabrication of SERS substrate

The substrates of Au/Ag bilayer on PS were immersed in a 1 mM
4-mercaptopyridine (4-MPy) alcohol solution for 3 h, and were
washed thoroughly for several minutes to remove unabsorbed
4-Mpy. The samples were nally dried in air for 20 min for the
measurement of SERS. Raman spectra were measured using
Renishaw inVia Raman system with a 514.5 nm Ar+ ion laser
excitation (2.41 eV, 20 mW). The Raman emissions, dispersed in
a 0.5 m single monochromator equipped with a grating of 1800
grooves per cm, were detected with CCD. A 50 � 0.50 NA Leica
object focused the excitation beam onto the samples with a
spot diameter of ca. 1 mm. The signal acquisition time was 10 s
in a 180� backscattering geometry. According to manufacturer
specications, the solid angle of collection U was 0.37
steradian.

Characterization of nanocap array

The morphology and microstructure of the bilayer arrays were
investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL
6500F) and transmission electron microscope (TEM, 200 keV,
JEM-2100HR). Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectra
were obtained on a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer.

3. Results and discussions

Fig. 1 illustrates the fabrication process of Au/Ag bilayer nano-
cap arrays by NSL in a magnetic control sputtering system.
The le column shows the schematic image and the SEM (or
TEM) observations are shown in the right column. First, the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
monolayer two-dimensional (2D) PS arrays with different sizes
are prepared on Si wafer by self-assembly method. The arrays
form perfect ordered hexagonal arrangements on a large area,
as shown in Fig. 1a. These close-packed PS are then etched for
20 s by plasma etching technique to create nanogaps between
the adjacent PS beads. The adjacent PS beads are separated
slightly and a large amount of nanogaps form (Fig. 1b). Subse-
quently, the Au layer is deposited onto the separated PS bead
arrays, and then Ag layer is deposited onto Au layer to form
Au/Ag bilayer (Fig. 1c). The TEM image in the right column
shows that the lm covers the top and sidewall of PS. When
Au/Ag lm is deposited onto the PS array, the lm thickness
decreases from the nanocap top to the brim. When the thick-
ness is smaller than the PS radius, the variation of the thickness
can be expressed by the equation t(q) ¼ t0 cos q, where t0 is the
thickness of the lm on the sphere top and q is the angle with
respect to the normal direction of the substrate (the inset). In
this case, two kinds of morphologies may form, depending on
the PS radius and the lm thickness. When the lm is thin,
the separated nanocap arrays form, where many “Y”-shaped
nanogaps exist between adjacent PS beads. When the lm
thickness is much larger than PS bead radius, the nanogaps
disappear. The nanocaps are connected with each other and
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 7454–7460 | 7455
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the pseudo-continuous lm structure forms with “V”-shaped
junction between adjacent PS beads. The schematic of “Y”-sha-
ped and “V”-shaped nanostructures and corresponding TEM
images are shown in Fig. 1d.

Fig. 2 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra for different
thickness Au (5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, 20 nm, 25 nm)/Ag (50 nm)
bilayer on PS 200 nm array (Fig. 2a) and PS 500 nm array
(Fig. 2b), respectively. For PS 200 nm (Fig. 2a), the absorption
spectra show broadened band from around 400 nm to near-
infrared area, which is caused by the excitation of surface
plasmon resonances in Ag NPs, Au NPs, single semi-shells, and
the dipole resonances among Ag–Ag NPs, Ag–Au NPs and semi-
shells. Besides that, Au and Ag coated periodical PS array are
also contributed to their broad absorbance. With the increase of
Au content, the absorbances increase and a new red-shied
plasmonic absorption band appears around 520 nm, which
indicates the formation of composite of Au and Ag. The red-
shied and broadened plasmon absorption bands are attrib-
uted to the localized plasmon coupling of Au NPs, Ag NPs and
semi-shells.29 For PS 500 nm (Fig. 2b), the band at around
400 nm is assigned to the absorption band of Ag NPs. Mean-
while, the absorption bands at around 520 nm and 600 nm can
be assigned to the Au NPs and the dipole resonance between
Fig. 2 UV-vis absorption spectra for different thickness Au (5 nm, 10
nm, 15 nm, 20 nm and 25 nm)/Ag (50 nm) bilayer on PS 200 nm (a) and
500 nm (b) array.

7456 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 7454–7460
Au–Au and Au–Ag. The appearances of three signicant bands
for PS 500 nm indicate the SPR coupling effects between
neighbour nanocaps are weakened due to the increase of PS
bead size.

Fig. 3a–c shows the typical Raman spectrum of the 4-MPy
absorbed on bimetal lm Au (t nm)/Ag 50 nm (t ¼ 5 nm, 10 nm,
15 nm, 20 nm, 25 nm, and 30 nm). The SERS peaks agree well
with the ndings reported in the literature.30 The dominant
peaks at 1604 cm�1 represent the aromatic C–C stretching
vibrational mode, which are used to study the evolution of the
peaks intensities with the bilayer thickness. Fig. 3d–f shows the
dependences of the SERS intensity on Au thickness. The SERS
signals increase rst with Au layer thickness and then
decreases, and the maximum count point reaches 105 for the
Au 25 nm/Ag 50 nm on PS 200 nm array. The similar behaviors
are observed for PS 100 nm and PS 500 nm arrays. The
maximum values of SERS intensity are obtained for the bilayers
Au 5 nm/Ag 50 nm on PS 100 nm and Au 50 nm/Ag 150 nm on PS
500 nm templates, respectively.

The nanogaps between adjacent nanocaps play a key role in
the SERS enhancement. For PS 200 nm substrate (Fig. 3e), when
the bilayer thickness is very thin, almost all material is depos-
ited on the sphere top to form the nanocaps due to the change
of bilayer thickness (inset in Fig. 3e). With the increase of the
total lm thickness, the nanocaps extend along the sphere
surface and create sidewalls between adjacent PS beads, and the
“Y”-shaped gaps considered as hot spots start to form, which
enhances the SERS effect. When the total thickness increases
further, the adjacent nanocaps are connected and the gaps
disappear, and the morphology of the nanogaps changes
gradually from “Y” shape to “V” shape. The Raman signal
intensity starts to decrease. Compared to bilayer on PS 200 nm
array, the decreases of nanogap density in the array are mainly
responsible for the decrease of Raman signal intensity on PS
500 nm array (Fig. 3f). For the bilayer on PS 100 nm array
(Fig. 3d), the SERS intensity decreases obviously when the total
thickness is larger than 70 nm, which is attributed to the
formation of “V”-shaped or pseudo-continuous lm, reducing
the SPR coupling effect from the nanogaps.

Fig. 4 shows the TEM images of Au 25 nm/Ag 50 nm bilayer
deposited on PS 200 nm and PS 100 nm templates. For the
bilayer on PS 200 nm array (Fig. 4a), the nanocaps are also in
ordered pattern. The “Y”- shaped nanogap is observed clearly
from the amplied inset and the size is about 3 nm (shown by
arrows). These nanogaps conne and excite particularly large
enhancements of the electromagnetic eld, which is a desirable
for the enhancement of local electrical eld and SERS.31 For Au/
Ag bilayer on PS 100 nm template (Fig. 4b), the adjacent
nanocaps are connected and the nanogaps disappear. The
nanogap morphology changes from the “Y”-shaped gap to the
“V”-shaped junction (shown by arrows) and leads to the decli-
nation of hot spots, which can directly be responsible for the
decreased SERS intensity.

The composition of the Ag/Au bimetal material is another
important factor for SERS enhancement. To investigate the
inuence of material composition on SERS enhancement,
the Ag 75 nm and Au 75 nm monolayers are fabricated on PS
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 3 The Raman spectrum of 4-MPy in a normalized form and the corresponding dependence of the Raman signal intensity on bilayer
thickness for the different thickness Au/Ag bilayer array deposited on (a and d) 100 nm (b and e) 200 nm (c and f) 500 nm. The schematic in
(e) shows the structure of nanocap on the adjacent nanospheres for different film thickness.
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200 nm template. Compared to Au 25 nm/Ag 50 nm bilayer on
PS 200 nm, the curved Ag 75 nm and Au 75 nm monolayer all
exhibit very weak SERS signal (Fig. 5), and similar results are
observed by other researchers.32 The results indicate that the
curved bilayer with Au and Ag composite can signicantly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
improve SERS performance. SERS intensity on PS 100 exhibits
the lower intensity of SERS than that on PS 200 nm, which is
somewhat unexpected if we only consider the density of nano-
gap between adjacent nanocap as the bilayer on PS 100 have
high density of nanogap than that on PS 200. Meanwhile, we
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 7454–7460 | 7457
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Fig. 4 TEM images of the Au 25 nm/Ag 50 nm bimetal nanocap array
on (a) 200 nm (b) 100 nm PS template respectively. The inset shows
the “Y”-shaped nanogap and “V”-shaped junction.

Fig. 5 SERS spectra of 1 mM 4-MPy on PS 200 nm/Au 75 nm, PS
200 nm/Ag 75 nm and PS 200 nm/Au 25 nm/Ag 50 nm respectively.

Fig. 6 TEM image shows the Au/Ag bimetal nanocap is composed of
Au and Ag islands. EDS analysis (along the yellow line) shows the
nanocap sidewall is composed of Ag (red line) and Au (cyan line).
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know that Au/Ag bilayer on PS surface tend to transform into
AuAg monolayer composed of Au and Ag islands at the sidewall
of each nanocap due to the decrease of lm thickness. Some
7458 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 7454–7460
crevices will appear between Ag and Au islands, which provide
more possibilities to trap analyte molecules in the crevices
because of the high intrinsic SERS activity of Ag and the excel-
lent compatibility of Au.33,34 So the Au and Ag composites at
sidewall also contribute to the enhancement of SERS besides
the nanogaps between adjacent nanocaps. For the PS 100 nm
array, the nanogap already disappear due to the smaller PS size
when Au and Ag composition reach the proper ratio causing the
maximum enhancement of SERS, which may be a important
factor for SERS intensity of PS 100 nm lower than PS 200 nm.

When bilayer Au 25 nm/Ag 50 nm is deposited onto PS
200 nm template, the bilayer lm transforms into the mono-
layer in the sidewall. And the inset shows the monolayer is
composed of the discrete Au and Ag islands (Fig. 6). The line-
scan EDS analysis is performed along the yellow line in TEM
measurement and the results conrm the monolayer sidewall is
composed of Ag (49.09 wt%) and Au (50.91 wt%).

To estimate the electromagnetic eld distribution in the
nanogap structure, the local EM eld is calculated by the nite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Fig. 7 shows the
typical top views of the calculated radial EM eld for the
nanocap array with “Y”-shaped and “V”-shaped gaps. The array
is approximated by the fundamental nanostructure unit
composed of seven hexagonally arranged spheres. The linearly
polarized plane wave with 514 nm propagates along the normal
of the sample surface, with electric eld parallel to the sample
surface. It is obvious that the strong eld enhancement occurs
in the “Y”-shaped and “V”-shaped regions under the normal
incident. The stronger EM eld concentrated in the “Y”-shaped
nanogap than the “V”-shaped junctions which are known as hot
spots for SERS enhancement.

The SERS enhancement factor (EF) is calculated by using
EF ¼ (ISERS � Nbulk)/(Ibulk � Nads) to compare the Raman
intensity of the 1604 cm�1 band,35,36 where ISERS and Ibulk are the
SERS intensities for 4-MPy on the surface of nanocap array
and the pure 4-MPy reference solution (10�3 M) respectively.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 7 E-field intensity distribution (indicated by the color bar) of
nanogap array on PS 200 nm template for different morphologies.
(a) “Y”-shaped gaps, (b) “V”-shaped junctions.

Fig. 8 SERS spectra of 4-MPy absorbed on bimetal PS 200 nm/Au
25 nm/Ag 50 nm bilayer at 10 random positions across a 4 cm2

substrate.
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Nbulk ¼ cRSVNA is the average number of molecules in the
scattering volume (V) for the Raman (non-SERS) measurement.
The molar concentration (cRS) of the 4-MPy analyte on the
reference region is 1 mM. Nads is the average number of
adsorbed molecules in the scattering volume for the SERS
experiments. Nads ¼ NdAlaserAN/s where Nd is the number
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
density of PS with diameter 200 nm, and Alaser is the area of the
focal laser spot. AN is the half surface area of one PS with
diameter 200 nm, and s is the surface area occupied by a single
4-MPy adsorbed molecule on the substrate value. The substrate
is washed thoroughly for several times to remove unabsorbed
4-MPy aer it is immersed into the 1 mM 4-MPy molecule
aqueous solution for 3 h. And all free molecules are washed
away. Only a thin layer molecule is le onto the substrate.
Therefore, it is assumed that 4-MPy forms a monolayer on the
substrate and the surface area occupied by single 4-MPy mole-
cules is estimated to be 0.30 nm.2,37 In our experiment, the spot
of laser is a circle with a diameter of 1 mm, and the effective
focused depth is 19 mm. Nbulk and Nads can be calculated to be
9.69 � 1013 and 5.24 � 106, respectively. The value of ISERS/Ibulk
is 0.9 � 103 for Au 25 nm/Ag 50 nm substrate and 50 for Ag
75 nm substrate. So the EF is calculated to be 1.66 � 109 for Au
25 nm/Ag 50 nm nanocaps substrate and 9.20 � 107 for Ag
substrate, respectively.

We study the reproducibility of SERS substrate for the
bimetal on PS 200 by measuring random spots across the whole
nanocap array. Fig. 8 shows the SERS spectra collected from
10 random positions across a 4 cm2 substrate. The maximum
standard deviation of the intensity is calculated to be 11.2%
with respect to the average intensity of the band at 1060 cm�1,
indicating the SERS enhancements are uniform across the
sample surface. The homogenous and high-ordered Au/Ag
bimetal nanocap arrays provide a promising application in
biosensor and quantitative analysis of spectroscopy.
4. Conclusion

In conclusion, Au/Ag bimetal nanogaps arrays induced by
curved spherical surface were successfully fabricated by
depositing Au/Ag lm onto two-dimensional PS colloidal
nanosphere template. The different morphologies with “Y”-
shaped nanogaps and “V”-shaped junctions formed by
changing the lm thickness and the nanosphere diameters.
Both the experimental spectra and the simulation of the
electric-eld distribution showed a prominent SERS enhance-
ment at “Y”-shaped or “V”-shaped nanogaps, which weremainly
attributed to the combined effects of the nanogaps between the
adjacent nanocaps and the composite formation of Au and Ag
islands in the bilayer nanocap.
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